Summit County Service Area #3
Public Meeting and Public Hearing
August 23, 2021, 5:30 P.M.
629 E. Parkway Drive, Suite 1
Park City, UT 84098
(435) 649-7949
Please silence all electronic devices
Topic

Time

Presenter(s)

1.

5:30 pm

Vince

Welcome and call meeting to order (motion/voting):
a. Roll call
b.

Review board meeting minutes of July 6, 2021*

2.

Public Comment – comments limited to three minutes each

5:40 pm

Public

3.

Administrative & Financial (motion/voting):

5:50 pm

John and
Nathan

6:45 pm

Chris

7:30 pm

Chris, John,
and Nathan

4.

5.

a.

Board training requirements and certificates*

b.

Dashboard review*

c.

Review and approval of expenditures*

d.

Quarterly newsletter*

e.

Earl Street bond

Road and Trail (motion/voting):
a. Pothole update
b.

2021 repairs (rotomill)

c.

Earl Street

d.

Vista Circle

Water (motion/voting):
a.

Well meter status and extension requests*

b.

Cross Connection Control Program

c.

Silver Bullet replacement tank update

d.

Potential liens*

6.

Closed session (reasonable imminent ligation per UCA § 52-4-205(1)(c))

7:45

Vince

7.

Adjournment

8:15 pm

Vince

* Documents provided| Minutes, agenda and policies available at: http://summitcounty.org/923/Documents
**Any motion/voting will take place in open meeting after closed session
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Summit County Service Area #3
JULY 6, 2021
UNAPPROVED MEETING MINUTES
BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING
629 E. Parkway Drive, Suite 1,
Park City UT 84098
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Vince Pao-Borjigin, Chair
Scott Sharp, Treasurer
Suzanne Carpenter, Vice Chair Paul Kraus, Clerk
BOARD Present:
Absent:
STAFF:
CONTRACTOR:
PUBLIC:
ELECTRONIC:
1.

Henry Adams
Hally Hanssen

Larry Elbert

Vince Pao-Borjigin; Scott Sharp; Paul Kraus; Henry Adams; Larry Elbert; Suzanne Carpenter.
Hally Hannsen
John O’Brien (General Manager); Eileen Haynes (Assistant Clerk).
Chris Bullock (Roads Master/Water Operator); Nathan Bracken (Legal); Ben Minor (Engineer).
John Tinklepaugh; Garrity A. Repta; Arnold J. Repta; Valerie Geist; John Hansen.
Suzanne Carpenter.

Welcome and call meeting to order (motion/voting): CALLED TO ORDER AT 5:32 PM
a.

Roll call: completed.

2.

Closed session (reasonable imminent ligation per UCA § 52-4-205(1)(c))

3.

Public Hearing – Water Rate and Fee Schedule (motion and voting):
a. Presentation of Proposed Water Rate and Fee Schedule: Vince presented a water rate analysis. The service area
has not had a rate increase since 2008. The area has grown. Our water system has been in place since the 60s.
We are, on average, losing a few tens of thousands of dollars a year in maintaining the water system. We have
an aging infrastructure and some of it is in dire need of replacement including the Silver Bullet. The water rate
needs to address capital needs (infrastructure) and also the cost of management and labor. Costs have increased
substantially in Park City. We have been working on our water rates through two boards over the last 3-4 years.
Our mission is to provide an adequate and safe water system to the community. The community expects to have
clean water each time they turn on the faucet. Our vision is for SCSA#3 to be recognized as one of the respected
leaders of a water system in Utah. One of our core values is to serve the community with integrity.
The Service Area owns the vast majority of the water rights and shares that are used in the area. SCSA#3 pays to
bring the water line to your property and the homeowner pays for the water line from the meter to their house.
Our water line is not available for every lot.
We have two wells. Our primary well is adequate for keeping up with current needs but our back-up well, which
has a substantial amount of source capacity in addition to the District Well, is only permitted to operate a few
months out of the year. A number of years ago the EPA lowered the rate of arsenic permissible in drinking water
and that put us above the rates. We are averaging 15-20 parts per billion (ppb). The primary District Well runs
about 3-4 ppb. They are less than one mile apart but there is a vast difference in the water quality. Due to our
need to keep up with demand, especially during the summer months and/or droughts, we operate the Greenfield
Well more often but in doing so we need to install an arsenic treatment system.
We have two storage tanks. The Silver Bullet has a 200k gallon capacity, but the actual usage is about ¼ of that.
The capacity and height of the Silver Bullet are mainly to give water pressure to the system. We have an upper
Silver Creek in-ground tank of 500k gallons which serves as a back-up and provides additional pressure especially
for fire flow. We have over 13 miles of pipes that we maintain. Currently there are roughly 204 homes on the
system. We have 103 homes on wells. Those are primarily in upper Silver Creek.
Our current budget is $277k is raised from our base rates. Our expenses are $325k. We must bridge that gap.
Our last increase in 2008 was $8. We believe there was rate increase approximately 15 years before that.
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Vince continued when this community was first developed in the 1960’s, the developer purchased water for
every lot. At that time, the Service Area didn’t have large homes, a commercial water demand, ADUs or Airbnbs.
The board is trying to focus on our priority which is water. We are working hard to service residential and
commercial needs and that is why we are looking at new rates and allotments. Our first priority is to serve the
residences because that is what the original water rights were designed for.
We know that Silver Creek has grown substantially. We are approximately 85% built out. Up to a number of
years ago, we had sufficient water rights and water shares to service everybody. Unfortunately, there was a time
when our rights were devalued so we lost approximately 22-acre-feet of water which means, at .75-acre-feet per
home, that is a fair number of homes that we could potentially not be able to service. Fortunately, we were able
to purchase some shares. As you know shares for purchase do not come up very often in this area and they are
pricey. We were able to cover that deficit, but we have just enough water for each lot. Unlike Mountain
Regional who is sitting on hundreds of thousands of water shares, we don’t have that.
The Silver Bullet is decaying and leaking. It should have been replaced 5-10 years ago. There is an immediate
need to have that replaced. We need to rest our primary District Well which has been running since the 60’s and
has sediment and total dissolved solids building within it. We need to install the arsenic treatment which we
have been working on for the last year or two. We have had studies done and the board has chosen a simple,
safe resin which will absorb the arsenic. We are not injecting chemicals into the water.
We have requests from the fire department on one or two streets in lower Silver Creek that have a smaller water
main which need to be enlarged to meet current fire flow.
Our long-term needs include purchasing more water shares. We are not immune to another water devaluation
in the future. We are trying to meet the demands of the Service Area including changes in the climate and
growth. We need to identify an additional well location. At some point, our primary well must be shut down and
we are going to need a back-up well. We must replace in-ground pipes due freeze-thaw movement and age.
We compared SCSA#3 with Mountain Regional and Park City Municipal. Up to 30k gallons per month, SCSA#3 is
still the cheapest water around, even with the proposed rate increase. We don’t catch up with Mountain
Regional using 40-60k gallons per month. We have to increase the water rates for high water users because of
our limited water availability and the cost to deliver substantial quantities of water. .75-acre-feet per month
equates to about 20k gallons per month which is how we came to establish 20k gallons as our allocation which
has been in place for some time.
Referring to the revenue presentation, we are distributing the cost across the majority of users. The high-volume
users contribute quite a bit. We are trying to make this equitable across the board. Currently our base rate is
$81 per month for the first 20k gallons. We are proposing to increase that by $18 to $99 per month per 20k
gallons of water. We are looking at implementing a ‘Compassionate Water Rate’ of $75 per month and provide
10k gallons of water per month which is for our low-income residents. We are going to use Summit County’s
basic qualifications for that determination.
Greenfield Annexed area will pay the same rate as everybody else at $99. They were paying a little bit more than
the $81 previously.
Probably the biggest change is how we account for using more than the 20k gallons. Our previous water rate
structure was based upon a cent figure per one-thousand gallons. It didn’t matter if you used one gallon over or
999 gallons over; you were paying the same rate. We didn’t think that was fair. We are proposing a per gallon
charge. The majority of users use under their 20k gallon allocation. The majority of our funding for our water
system will come from the base rate.
We added, increased or maintained some of the other fees including connection fees, temporary use fees,
hydrant fees (temporary water use). If you are on Westwood Rd adjacent to the water line and you are building
a new home, you will pay $8,500 to connect. Other lots will pay $6,200. Water Rights fees will be $150 per year.
Vacant Lot Standby Fees will remain at $276 and Homes with Wells Standby Fee will remain at $180.
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The Water Use Evaluation Fee will be $1,500. Water Right Dedication Fee will be $1,500 and that is if you are
able to find a water right and dedicate it to the Service Area.
We have been trying to get the upper lots to comply with our policy to have a water meter on their wells. They
are using our water rights that we have to monitor. If you haven’t installed your meter and you are getting ready
to sell your house, you will pay a $10k fee to the Service Area and your buyer will be charged a $5k refundable
deposit. These fees and deposits disappear when the meter is installed and inspected before you sell your home.
To support our roads, we have increased our Construction Deposit to $5k for new construction and remodeling
which will pay for any damage to our roads or culverts. We are proposing a $5k Construction Fee which is tiered
based upon the size of the new construction.
Our water staff and water engineer have proposed a couple of options to address increased water demand due
to ADU’s and commercial. Option #1 is for non-residential use which applies to wholly commercial use as well as
residential/commercial. The base rate will increase to $199 per month with an allocation of 10k gallons and
tiered pricing for usage above that.
Option #2 is reevaluating the current equivalent residential use of water (ERC). In the past, the Board has always
followed the State of Utah’s general average of .450-acre-feet per residential indoor use plus another fraction for
outdoor water use as our baseline. Within the last year or two we have installed more up-to-date technology
and instrumentation to help us better understand our usage. Recently, within the past few weeks, our water
engineer has reevaluated our use and is proposing we lower our ERC to – not give you more water – but to base
your calculation on what your potential use might be which will benefit some of the residential/commercial
users. That change in allocation will drop it to .54 which includes indoor and outdoor. So not only is it lowered
across the board, it includes both indoor and outdoor usage. This will allow those homeowners to do something
commercial whether it be an Airbnb, a rental, a horse boarding, nursery etc. If those calculations still put you
slightly above .75-acre-feet you could potentially sign an agreement that ties in with the property, that if you
remove your lawns and go to waterwise xeriscape, that will give you a credit for additional water. If the
calculations come out, and you are at .85 you could potentially sign this agreement and meet your water need.
ADUs have been a hot topic across the State and not just in Silver Creek. Summit County has a moratorium on
permits for ADUs. Our issue with ADUs is the availability of water. We provide a set amount of water per lot.
We don’t have access to more water. If you have an ADU that you rent out, you know that you have two families
on the same lot. We are looking at a couple of options.
Chris continued, Option #1 for ADUs is taking our base rate of $99 multiplying it by 1.5 which would change the
monthly base rate for a home with an ADU to a rate of $148.50 per month. Option #2 for a residence with an
ADU would require performing an ERU evaluation of your property including your landscaping and multiply that
by .54. That would roughly result in $160 per month if your water evaluation came out to .94-acre-feet for your
home, ADU and your property.
Option #3 takes into account the actual sizes of the ADU’s. With a tiered approach, on a 0-500 sf ADU, your base
rate would be $149 with standard overage charges. An ADU of 501-1,000 sf, would be $199 per month base rate
plus the standard overages; greater than 1,001 sf ADU would be $299 per month base rate plus the standard
overages. We would like public feedback. Hopefully, the board makes a decision tonight.
Vince stated there are some minor increases for late payments, lien fees etc. Vince invited public comment
related to water rate increases.
b.

Public Comment on Water Rate Increases (comments limited to 3 minutes):
•

Arnold Repta (SL-I-6-1): Arnold stated, he sees the proposal as an 11% increase for residential and a 500%
increase for commercial. Vince agreed. Arnold stated that sounds goofy.

Vince replied, the Service Area hasn’t had a water increase in a long time. We really need to look at our
infrastructure, needs and costs on a yearly basis. That hasn’t been done in 20 years and we are in the position of
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needing to catch up. Everyone on this board lives here in Silver Creek so we are also affected. We have seven minds
coming together to try to figure out how best we can meet the needs of the Service Area and offer the service that
the residents need and required. These rates don’t meet our current deficit.
Arnold asked who on the board has a commercial interest. Larry Elbert has a cooking school in upper Silver Creek.
Vince continued when this development was put together and the water rights purchased for Silver Creek, it was
purchased with the intent to be strictly residential. Arnold asked if that was written down somewhere or is that your
interpretation. Nathan replied, that has been the policy and the regulations of the Service Area as far as we can tell.
Arnold asked, based upon the covenants established in 1964. Nathan replied, that would be if we are an HOA but
SCSA#3 is a local governmental entity so the regulations have always said that if you are a commercial entity the
Service Area takes your request for water on a case-by-case basis to determine if it has capacity in the system which
is the most significant limitation because the Service Area was built based upon the .75-acre-feet allocation per
house. Many of the lots that have been developed commercially weren’t intended to be serviced. They were
allowed to come in based on the evaluation that we had capacity. But as far as Nathan can tell, as far as we can trace
the regulations that go back decades, the Service Area has only ever provided water for commercial on a case-bycase basis if it determines it has sufficient capacity. Part of the problem, and the engineer can speak more to it, is we
are running out of capacity right now.
Ben Minor, Engineer, stated we have wells with limited capacity, water right limitations and we also have
commitments to quite a few future lots. It would be nice if this were one of the large water purveyors in the
valley that can just hook up any amount of water, but we have limited capacity.
Arnold asked for the commercial costs per gallon in other water districts. Vince replied he understands where
Arnold is coming from with that comparison, but we are in a unique position where we have a finite number.
Most of the other big water companies have way more supply than demand. This board is cognizant of not
painting ourselves into a corner 20 years from now when and if Silver Creek gets built out and every home has an
ADU, we continue in a drought situation and there is a potential to have our water shares and rights devalued
again. Then what? Vince would hate for a future board chair to be obligated to report to our residents that we
ran out of water and now all of your allocations are going to be cut in half. The intention of this board is to honor
the original development and rights and how they were deeded to the residents and each lot of of Silver Creek
while taking care of the residential lots first. Again, everything we are doing here is to balance and service the
community and that includes residential and commercial. We didn’t increase residential substantially like
commercial but there more residences to spread those costs than there are commercial lots.
Arnold replied there is no rationale to that. Vince replied one rationale would be, “guess what? No commercial
because we don’t have the water for it.” We are trying to strike a balance. We are trying to serve everyone. It
doesn’t matter if it’s a restaurant or a nursery or horse boarding facility. We all live here and are neighbors.
Arnold stated when he built his house, we were told SCSA#3 is not going to allow us to connect because our proposal
would use more water than our .75-acre-foot allocation, so he had to go out to buy water rights. He couldn’t even
use this system. Vince replied, our policy will continue to require you buy a water right and dedicate it to the Service
Area if you are building a home that is going to use 1.5-acre-feet of water. What we can’t do is take water away from
your neighbor to service you with a bigger house. We don’t currently have the ability to get more water. You had a
difficult time getting shares. It is next to impossible or prohibitively expensive, $80-$100k plus per share if you can
find it. You can only buy a right or share that originates in Snyderville Basin. We didn’t come up with this decision
lightly or quickly. This is many years into trying to figure out how to make this work and clean up things from the
past that put us in this situation.
Henry stated, one thing SCSA#3 does very differently than Mountain Regional is our base rate fee includes your first
20k gallons while Mountain Regional charges a flat base rate with an additional per gallon charge. Henry was
corrected, SCSA#3 proposes to include only 10k gallons.
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Vince stated there are 205 residences on our water system. Well users use our water rights, but they have to
maintain their wells.
•

Garrity Repta (SL-I-7-9): Garrity stated he has a commercial property at 756 E Division St and he lives on
Parkway Dr. He asked if anyone has talked to the County about your xeriscaping proposals. They were not in
favor of xeriscaping in front of buildings where the majority of water is used. They said they wouldn’t allow it
due to damage to snowplows.

Vince replied, xeriscaping applies to residential approvals. Arnold replied they have requirements for trees and
shrubs on commercial property and reducing those requirements would be one way to scale back water usage.
Nathan replied that is not actually part of our fee schedule; it is a separate item further down the agenda. Arnold
replied you are proposing the same amount of water for five times as much money and the County is still requiring
you to use the water. You are not part of the County but you certainly collide with it.
Vince replied, colliding is a very good descriptor. Part of our problem right now too is there are many permits that
are being issued that haven’t reached SCSA#3 for a preliminary review for their impact on our roads and water.
Some of these things are being permitted without getting approval from the Service Area. In the last year or so,
there have been about 15 ADU’s that have been permitted in Silver Creek without our knowledge. We can only do
so much. We are a seven-member volunteer team/board trying to service the community. We have got a great
general manager, John. Eileen is the Clerk and Chris manages roads and water. Silver Creek has grown. It is costing
us a sizeable amount of money to keep it going and the expectations from the residents keep increasing yet for 15
years we haven’t raised rates. Arnold replied that is the fault of the past. Vince replied exactly. We are trying to
bridge that. We are trying to get on a schedule with how we manage the area. We have got career personnel that
will help do that and set the foundation for future boards where it becomes very easy. The last board and this board
have taken the brunt. Residents may have noticed massive improvements in everything from water billing to
response time for services and getting us off the radar of the state auditor. We are in a much different place than we
were several years ago. Our legal counsel has been with 5 years. Ben Minor, water engineer, has seen major
improvements over the last decade or so.
•

John Hansen (SL-H-512) stated one of the expenses is serving the Park City Fire District’s request for larger lines.
Why not pass that expense on to the people that live there, like a sewer connection? If you don’t use it, you
don’t pay for it. If their house is serviced by that and nobody else’s is, why wouldn’t we have them pay? It
doesn’t seem like it’s a benefit for everybody. That’s a lot of money.

Vince replied that is a good question. It is a lot of money. It was something that was put in that should have
matched the rest of the infrastructure of the Service Area. With economies of scale, the best that we can do is if
we take residential and all the commercial on the water system, we are probably in the neighborhood of
approximately 225 residents that pay into the water system. We are all going to have to contribute a little bit
here or there whether it be lower or upper; left or right. If we need to replace a section of line at every street
and only charge the homeowner, it becomes a very difficult way of running water system. There is not other city
that will do that. Logistically it becomes a nightmare.
John Hansen asked, how does the sewer district handle something like that when people want to hook up to the
sewer. That is similar. Vince reply yes and no. That only applies when the sewer line is brought into a new area.
You are going to need 70% of the people to agree to sign up now. The sewer line recently installed in Silver
Creek Rd was requested by Mountain Life Church and they approached their neighbors to agree. It is a little
different than a water company requesting 70% of our water users agree to a bigger line for fire safety and to
meet code.
•

John Tinklepaugh (SL-B-108): John stated he is on a well. He applauds the board for biting the bullet that
should have been done a long time ago. He thinks the rates should be much more onerous to negate water
use. We all know we are in a drought. We are not going to get anymore water. We could be in a drought
for the next 20 years. The water system has the capability of measuring that. Those of us on wells do not
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have that capability. When additional units are put in, they draw water off of John’s well and aquifer. We
have done nothing to try to regulate that. He understands the County has never been good about
communicating with us about when they are approving these kinds of things. In the past there was never
anything allowed over 999 sf. One thousand plus square feet is a second home; that was never allowed
here, and we have too many of those here. A lot of them are taking place on wells. All around John, people
are building additional units. Everybody who has put a barn in has got another unit in there. There is no
way to charge them additional money and they are all drawing off of John’s well water. Wells are going dry
all over the state. Zimmerman, the main well driller in this state, is booked out until next year. Any of us
who run out of water in our well are out of luck. There is not going to be any wells drilled.
John Tinklepaugh continued, we are not doing anything to discourage water use. We should promote
xeriscaping and discourage commercial activity that is going to use large amounts of water. We should
discourage these additional units. We should disallow that from taking place. We should tell the County we
can’t do it. We don’t have any way to regulate that for people on wells. If you want to do that for people on the
water system where you can understand what the water usage is, that is one issue. He doesn’t think we are
dealing with the reality in regard to water use. If he had to dig a new well right now, it could cost $100k. Vince
replied, that is about the average right now.
Vince continued we have made progress in the implementation of well meters. We have been trying to get well
meters on the wells. Every time there is a property transfer or a major remodel, they have to get that meter on.
The new fee and schedule ensures the meter is installed prior to a property transfer. Get it done now as it is a
few hundred dollars as opposed to $10k when you do it in the future. We are going to start putting the hammer
down on well users as well.
John T replied, there is a big difference between well users. He is single and has been living here for 25 years.
He is not at his house 7-days per week. He has neighbors with 2-3 families, 4 horses, 3 dogs etc per lot. They are
not the definition of an acre-foot of water. We have allowed that to take place. You must try to stop it in these
well areas. Let’s include all these well issues in addition to the rest of the water issues.
Vince replied those with a meter are able to monitor water use. If there is someone who is using 3 times their
allocation on a well, we have to put a stop to them. John T. agreed. They water their lawn every single day.
Vince replied, our goal next year is to ensure that 100% of the wells have the new Beacon. A few years ago, on
the water system, we put Beacons on all the water meters because, for whatever reason, water meters were
misread or not read. Beacons directly transfer water usage to billing. Now there is no way to play with the
numbers. We will bring the same type of technology to the upper wells. Our plan is to send out quarterly water
usage statements to the well users. The Beacon allows you to monitor your water usage on your phone or
computer. Those who use those apps end up conserving water.
Scott added leak detection. Vince agreed, we are saving a lot of water since that was implemented. If Vince had
a leak that was greater than one gallon per hour it will notify him. Chris has parameters set on the master
system that if it is a bigger leak, he gets notified so we can go knock on their door and turn off their water. This
saves the residents a ton of water because we are not having these $10k overages.
John O stated we have notified 15 residents this year that they had leaks of 4 gallons or more per hour that they
weren’t aware of. Vince replied for conservation and community service to our residents – that’s huge.
Vince stated the previous chair for the County lives in Silver Creek and we have constant communication with the
County on building and roads. The County has improved considerably. They have had personnel and policy
changes. They are working with us. It’s slower than we would like but it’s better. John T stated there should be
some way to put some pressure on the County to relax some of these building codes that promote water use.
Vince replied, this board’s philosophy on how they run Silver Creek is to not act like an HOA and not to tell you
what you should and shouldn’t do with your property rights. Vince is a firm believer of, if I buy my piece of
property, I want to do what I want on my property. This board is trying to balance what is best for the overall
community with our water needs because it is finite but at the same time if you want to drive a Prius, go ahead.
If you need to drive a big Ford 250 because you have to haul horses and hay, go right ahead. But Vince doesn’t
want to be the guy that says ‘hey, you have access to .75-acre-feet of water, but you should only use 5k gallons
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per month. He thinks we should help educate about fire and making your property fire-safe. Water usage, we
should help educate. Thanks to the quarterly newsletter which we use to educate about weeds, fire and water.
He believes the Service Area is gaining respect with the County and the various departments. They are willing to
come to our board meetings to discuss relevant issues like fire safety or weed control. All of us have full-time
jobs and we meet once per month. We can’t make decisions without a public meeting and a quorum.
•

Valerie Geist (SL-D-206): Valerie stated she works 14-hours per day, 7-days per week. We don’t have
enough businesses in this town to support the huge residential growth that we are generating. She has
spent two years fighting with the Summit County Planning Commission just to get a permit to build her
house to keep her horses. She doesn’t have family; she has horses. Every single person on the Planning
Commission, except one, is either a luxury home real estate agent or a residential property developer. There
are no business people. Who on SCSA#3 Board represents business people? Apparently only one person
has a business here in Silver Creek. We are so focused on providing homes and services to families and
children that we ignore the fact that we can’t support this growth with businesses to service them. She is
labeled a commercial use because she followed the law and reported that she boards a couple of horses on
her property. She is concerned that people like her are being discriminated against and penalized for going
public and saying we have a business in our home. If we surveyed the entire Service Area and how people
are using water, are there businesses in the homes? Who on this board has an office in their home and also
has a business license? I believe most people don’t but if they applied for a business license most homes
would be considered commercial. She feels she is being treated unfairly. She is going to be bankrupted by
all the delays. She is homeless. She doesn’t have anywhere to move to because she can’t get her water
turned on her property. She has been a Utah resident since the early 90’s. Silver Creek was agricultural and
was known for horse properties. In fact, if you read the old covenants, which she did to ensure she would be
allowed to build her home and horse farm, she should have been able to do this easily. The fact that she
spent 3 years and $300k – her retirement savings is just gone - being spent on lawyers and fighting the
County. There are many places boarding horses in Silver Creek; one place has 18 horses; how much water
are they using? The woman who owns the property doesn’t even live here.

Vince replied, we are reviewing options to allow people like you, that are residential/minor-commercial, to be
served by SCSA#3. We are handcuffed in our ability to give everybody what they want. Our first priority is to
take care of residential water use because that is what the original water was dedicated for. The SCSA#3 Board
does not want to be in the position in the future to paint itself in a corner because we gave a little bit here and
there to every commercial or ADU that then takes away from the rest of us and the primary reason we are here.
Valerie replied, you are already doing that because many residents here are not admitting they are commercial.
Nathan stated as long as Nathan has been here, when we talk about commercial, we are talking about something
that is purely non-residential and not attached to a residential use so most of these homes, that have a homebased business, it wouldn’t be commercial because it is part of their .75-acre-feet allocation. His interpretation is
that if you have a home-based business, as long as you are within your allocation, we really don’t care. The
problem is is when we have these lots that are zoned commercial that have never paid standby fees; that aren’t
approved for a water right, that don’t have an approved point of diversion, that aren’t historically in our Service
Area. That is part of the issue we have with commercial is that we don’t have water system lines there – that is
what we are talking about – not the person who has the allocation. Nathan’s interpretation has always been if
someone has a house, as long as they are building a house and the use is within their allocation, it’s accounted
for because that is how we are set up. Valerie affirmed she is building a house. Nathan continued, if you are just
coming in with no residential use, that’s when you have to dedicate the water. Valerie replied, she suspected
that was the problem because a lot of people at the public meeting were saying she wasn’t going to live there.
She doesn’t want to be singled-out. Vince replied she isn’t being singled out.
Vince continued, the board is trying to address a very difficult situation that has led up to this point. The lots that
are allocated .75-acre-feet of water, if you are within that .75-acre-feet, great. When we saw your calculations
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that put it over .75-acre-feet, we didn’t have the water to meet your on-paper water needs. So that’s why you
never got approved for that initially. We really wanted to look at how we can make things work without hurting
the future of the primary residents whether it be commercial, a house with an ADU that’s 8,000 sf with a family
of 8. After all these years we have come up with a good plan across the board and has give and take for
everybody. It takes a little more from the heavy users because that is a detriment to our system capacity and
also taking water away from someone else. We are being mindful of that. Vince stated the Board has narrow
mandates: water, roads, trails and parks. We do all this with a tiny budget.
John T stated, the other aspect we have control over as a board, as a service area, are the roads. All these giant
homes with multiple families living in them are impacting our roads. He appreciates that Vince would like to let
everybody do what they want on their property but what you do on your property, if it affects him or his
property or his road safety, he doesn’t think that is right. Vince agreed.
John H stated commercial buildings pay impact fees to take care of road stuff. Chris stated there is 11 listed
commercial properties that are on the water system. Those 11 properties used a million gallons of water last
year so about 100k gallons each. John H added roughly 8k gallons per month, but you are looking at increasing
their costs more than the residential. Chris replied correct. John H replied there should have been more
information about the commercial stuff because we are going to be hammered. We have very little impact to
the community except making nice-looking commercial buildings. We have more trees and shrubs than the
homes. He uses very little water, but he is looking at paying a lot more money.
c.

Board discussion and action: Henry asked, regarding commercial Option #2, once we determine the base rate,
that’s the rate every month regardless of use throughout the year? Vince replied, yes. Henry continued, but if
we have to charge the water evaluation fee to determine that? He is referring to the ERU version of commercial
rates. Chris replied, correct. Vince added there needs to be a calculation done. Henry stated, if you used .75acre-feet, as a commercial entity your base rate would be $130. If you use 1.0-acre-feet your base rate is $172.
Paul stated we need to ensure the numbers we are citing are accurate. He wants to ensure the information they
are arguing is the correct information. He doesn’t want anyone to walk out of the room tonight with a sour taste
in their mouth because we didn’t have our act together. He asked Chris, are we 100% sure the 10 businesses
used less than 10k gallons per month? Chris replied, his water use survey for 2020 reported to the State of Utah,
we have 11 non-residential (commercial and institutional) connections that used 985k gallons which is 89k
gallons used across those 11 businesses. Chris stated the first proposal is to charge $199 per month. Vince
stated we need to show that the commercial user is using 25% less water.
Vince stated, we are going to close public comment and allow the board to hash out the selections. Option #1 is
a fixed monthly water rate going up to $199 with a reduced allocation of 10k gallons which is 25% above the
average commercial user. Option #2 looks at each non-residential as an ERC dependent on use and base that
rate on a multiplier of .54. Chris added .54 for the ERU applied to the multiplier.
Scott asked can a lot have 2 or 3 commercial units? Nathan replied, the Service Area wasn’t established to
service them. Scott asked, have they always been, from the get-go, designated commercial? Nathan replied yes
and that is why they weren’t serviced. A commercial property, HJ Silver Creek, came in a while ago and they had
to get water and dedicate it. They bought a lot that had never been charged or paid standby fees. They did not
have an allotment. Back in the 90’s the Service Area assessed everyone money to pay for water rights. Their lot
had never been part of any of that. Commercial has always been taken on a case-by-case basis. We have
agreements for every single commercial unit here because every single one of them had to dedicate water. Chris
stated each of these 4 buildings were evaluated separately. Two of them have separate irrigation water bills
distinct from monthly water usage. Nathan continued, a lot of these lots did not have an allotment and were lots
that the Service Area did not plan to service. That is also our issue with Earl St.
Scott stated some of these businesses have been here. He doesn’t like huge increases. Small increases are fair;
everybody knows prices go up. This proposal would cost $199 for 10k gallons plus $300 for the extra 10k gallons
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totalling $500. Vince replied he agrees with Scott somewhat concerning grandfathering but when it comes to
paying for service you can’t grandfather.
Vince asked, if the average commercial is only using 8k gallons, why are we assuming the business is going to use
20k? Suzanne replied, we aren’t. When she looks at Option #1, $199 for up to 10k gallons per month they are
only paying $199. Vince added it’s not a 500% increase; it is a little more than double. We are looking at the
average and the average is 8k gallons. The average commercial user is below 10k gallons.
Suzanne stated it is important we don’t refer to commercial lots receiving .75-acre-feet because the commercial
lots were never allocated .75-acre-feet it doesn’t make sense to say that is what they get. Vince added it is $19
more than what they are currently paying but the average commercial user is not using .75-acre-feet. Those
using more are going to pay more. They are taxing the water system that didn’t originally have water for them.
Scott stated an acre-foot is 20k gallons per month. Suzanne replied, no; .75-acre-foot is 20k gallons per month.
Chris restated Scott’s question: if he changed the ERC to .75 and divided that by the ERU number; that results in
1.38 and times that by the base rate standard residential rate of $99 results in the $138 number. Scott asked,
what if it’s 30k gallons? If someone uses more water, they start paying for it. Scott stated he likes Option #2.
Paul asked what is the board perspective of the commercial use of the water system? What are we asking those
commercial users to do to help us bridge this gap? We have a $30-40k gap. If you look at these 11 residences, it
is about $14k. Do we want them to bridge that gap or not? We are putting the burden back on the residences.
Vince agreed. Paul continued it is going against what we had discussed earlier and that is how do we allow the
majority residences an increase that is proportional to them?
Vince replied, water was originally designed for residential. These lots were not even dedicated that water or
listed as having access to water, so we are offering a service. What we don’t want to do is take away water that
we may need in the future. They need to contribute to the water system that wasn’t designed to handle
commercial. We are accommodating but anytime you accommodate you have to, at a minimum, put in your
share. Paul replied he wants to restate that point. The contribution isn’t a whole lot. It doesn’t go that far.
Vince asked, should previous boards have done this every couple of years? Absolutely. We are in this awkward
position of bridging a deficit of 18 years. What we are doing today doesn’t meet our current demand. The
primary goal of this exercise is where are we, what do we need to do, how do we bridge the deficit, how do we
maintain infrastructure and service and set-up a 2-year review of current needs, increases in cost, infrastructure
and capital improvements so that we are on top of it so the next go-around we are not talking about a 100%
increase. We may be looking at a 5% bump. Unfortunately, we are in the position of where we have to rip the
band aid off and this is an old stale band aid that should have been removed a long time ago.
Ben Minor, Water Engineer stated, you read about this all the time, so and so is raising their rates some crazy
percent and that is what you are facing. It’s just because of this: somebody didn’t plan ahead and at some point
you are going to have to get it back up to where your costs are. Option #2 is not a tiered rate. Are tiered rates
required? Nathan replied they are required. Ben continued, in that case this would subsidize business to a
degree because everything else is tiered and this isn’t tiered so they could have huge water use and they are not
going to see that tiered increase.
Larry E stated regarding the point that Option #2 is not tiered. It is starting at a fairly high amount for the first
10k gallons but looking at the second one, and you just did the calculation, if you are doing 10k gallons per
month then your calculation on Option #2 would have been $130. Henry replied 10k gallons is less than the
residential rate. Larry E suggested, go back to the Option #1 tiered proposals, but make it less than $199. It
bridges the gap between Option #1 and #2 but keeps the tiers.
Vince asked given the ERU calculation, would you say $138 would be the base rate? If we do the $199 per
month, they probably won’t see an increase next year. They may not see an increase the following year;
probably on the third year. If we reduce the proposed rate to $175 or even $150, they are probably going to see
rate increase next year. When we come back in this room next year, we will still be $20k short. Next year we are
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going to go through this exact same exercise and raise the rate by $25 or $50 or whatever it is. He asked the
board: big band aid now or what?
Larry E asked will Option #1 balance the budget? Vince replied, no. If we take Option #1 with the higher rate
and we take Option #1 with residential, we are still going to be at a $20-25k deficit next year and that’s not even
addressing replacing the Silver Bullet or arsenic treatment. That is just day-to-day operations and a little bit of
monies put aside for capital improvement. He asked the board where do they stand?
Larry stated if there is a $20k deficit with this then we have to do it again next year anyway. Vince asked, why
$10k? Two primary reasons: only 8k gallons and water was not originally dedicated for commercial.
Henry asked, regarding Option #2: how often are we requiring an evaluation? Chris replied every time that
business changes. Scott stated we need to convert #2 to a base rate and per gallon or acre-foot cost. Vince
asked, how much do we want to offer in our base allocation for commercial? It’s simple: 10k gallons. It’s above
average. It is 25% more than 8k gallons.
Henry stated, if we are having the water evaluation done every year. Vince replied, it will not be done every
year. We want to avoid having the business that uses one gallon paying the same as the business that uses 999
gallons. Henry agreed. Vince continued the bigger the impact the bigger they need to pay. We are not only in a
dry state but an even worse position that we can’t get more water. We don’t want to guarantee every business
that comes in “you are going to get water”. It is going to be on a case-by-case basis because we don’t have the
water to give them. We need to keep in mind that we are trying to make up for faults from the past. We have
this $70k deficit and we agree we will review our rates every two years. If we were to meet that $70k deficit, all
these rates would be double. That is not going to sit well. The thought was, let’s do a big jump now to bridge
the majority of the deficit and every two years, incrementally, in smaller bites, get to where we are going.
Vince stated he doesn’t want to keep going around in circles after 3-4 years of getting to this point. We have
done the math. We have done the homework. We have got two options. The residential increase is $18 and we
had complaints. If you can’t afford an $18 increase in the water bill, that hasn’t been increased in almost 20
years, you shouldn’t be living in this area. That comes with a price that is still the lowest water cost in the
Snyderville Basin. Are we really going to quibble over $18 or $100 when we are trying to bridge this deficit?
Vince asked for a motion.
Henry motioned to select Option #1 as written. Scott stated he thinks it is too steep and proposed $150. Larry
proposed $175. We are talking about non-residential commercial. Not someone who has a business license in
their home. Everyone agreed. Vince stated a $100 per month increase should not be a stickler. We have to
bridge $70k. It has got to come from everybody. The fact that we are offering water to commercial when they
are not allocated water, is more than equitable.
Larry motioned to change Option #1 to a base rate of $175 and keep the tier rates and a reduction to 10k gallons
which was seconded by Scott. Approval was unanimous.
Scott stated if you have an ADU it would be $148.50 per month and tiered residential rates. Scott asked for a
definition of an ADU. Nathan replied we have a separate definition. It is an accessory dwelling unit or other
extended family unit but excluding triplexes, apartment buildings and any form of multi-family. The way your
policies and regulations are set up is one house per lot. Anything other than that is considered to be a nonresidential use. If you have an apartment or duplex or triplex – that is non-residential as it is defined in your
regulations. An accessory unit is defined as being part of a single-family home but not including a duplex or
triplex. We have done it that way so when we do the evaluation to determine the water need, we ask how many
ADUs do you have. If you have one you get X, if you have two you get Y.
Paul stated, you can have a 4,000-sf garage with 500 sf feet of living space. The Summit County Code limits
ADU’s to no more than 1,000 sf in our area. It can be 2,000 sf if you are housing agricultural workers. We should
not have any ADU’s over 1,000 sf.
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Chris stated he prefers option #2. His second choice is #3. He stated option #2 is in line with our proposed policy
and gives us a small opportunity for a credit after the evaluation to help people meet their needs. #3 is just a flat
square foot of living which is how the County is evaluating it. Nathan stated we got the final numbers from the
engineer today. He would prefer to have the ADU rate line up. Right now, we evaluate ADUs at about .250
which matches the State Engineer’s policy. He recommends it is reduced to .21 which, with the .54, would mean
current ADU’s would comply with .75. Suzanne stated she likes Option #2 because it provides the calculation and
the reasons why we have the rate established so that way if we need redo it, we have created a process for
revision.
Nathan stated under our new proposal, the total evaluation will be .75-acre-feet. It is not going to be .94. We
are proposing for each connection (the data shows what we pump each year) average it over the connection, it is
.54-acre-feet for indoor/outdoor use. We are saying if you add an ADU he wants to propose .21 adding up to
.75-acre-feet. It would be $138. Chris added existing landscaping falls under the .54-acre-feet because that
covers the primary residence and current irrigation demand. We are not adding additional landscaping because
of the ADU. Nathan stated, when Ben gets an ADU evaluation request, you get .54, here’s how much you get for
irrigation, anything over that, then we have to calculate more. Chris replied, correct and asked, that’s also where
it also adds in the livestock and the other state-listed items, correct? Nathan replied yes.
Ben stated under the .54 we have established a landscaped area limit. If they exceed the landscaping area, they
need an evaluation. Scott added all ADU’s need an evaluation, correct? So, there is basically a one-time fee.
John stated it is paid prior to construction. Chris added we have to keep in mind we are addressing new ADU
construction but also all of the ADU’s constructed in the past.
Vince restated Option #2 is with a caveat of .75-acre-feet based on the ADU and an ERU and require our own
calculations via staff which becomes their overall base rate for the property and takes in the main house, the
ADU and landscaping. Suzanne replied Option #2 should say, you start with establishing the base rate (.54) for
residential use and landscaping. Plus, another amount for ADUs along with any other assessments for the
property for livestock and additional landscaping then creates a multiplication factor, so those all get added
together to be multiplied by the base rate. Chris said we aren’t reevaluating every time we have a base rate. We
are just changing the base rate multiplier, correct? Vince replied right. It is a base rate plus usage. So, their base
monthly is $138 and it will keep the same tiers as residential. We are allowing them to use their residential
allotment. Vince and Suzanne added we are just increasing because it is taxing our system and capacity. Vince
stated when we raise our overall base rate it automatically then changes all the calculations.
Larry asked, the ADU is a separate building from the residence and not in the basement, correct? Vince replied,
correct. Larry continued it is detached. Vince added we all know the ADUs are increasing usage of our roads and
water, taxing the system to the detriment of the other residents. Larry asked if the barn that was put in with a
couple of floors for residents is legal? Vince replied Chris and John are working with the County to address
those. They fall under our jurisdiction for water but not permitting.
Larry asked where did the $139 come from on Option #2? Vince replied because Option #2 is based on a
calculation of how many ERUs that facility may or may not have. It may come in at .5 ERUs or it may come in at 3
ERUs. There is a potential that someone can add an ADU and still be below what a normal residential is which
kind of defeats what we are trying to do here. The base would be $139 or higher. Larry asked where did the
$139 come from? Henry replied that is the .75-acre-feet times the .54. Scott added the .54 is from a single
residence. Vince added ERU and ERC is somewhat interchangeable.
Vince stated there was talk of for no other reason than to gather data, to have a separate meter on that ADU so
that we could potentially look at – our ADUs falling under our expectations, where they actually using close to
the normal household. Suzanne replied she thinks it’s a great idea, but she is unsure we want to take on the
expense. We need to get those meters in place on our upper lots before we work on ADUs. We can ask the
County what they think. We can include it in the permitting requirements. Henry replied, it would be interesting
to review it after a year and see is there a huge difference then maybe it’s worth looking more into it. Ben added
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you either have to make a second connection or you would have one connection on the main and you would
have to immediately split it off. You would have to run two lines. He would love more data as an engineer; that
would be the best way to get an evaluation.
Vince stated he is trying to be pro-active. It’s much easier to do it now especially when all these new ADUs are
coming in. Maybe for now it it’s a requirement if it’s a reconstruction, the meter comes in like we are doing on
the upper with new construction and changing hands, there has to be a meter. Suzanne agreed adding we do
need to think about it; we need to think through the logistics of it before we start trying to apply that. Let’s go
through a couple of examples what it means to put a meter on it independent of where the meter already is
because it would have to be a separate meter from the existing meter. Ben added this would cost you a couple
thousand dollars plus. Suzanne replied, it will cost more than that. The meter costs a couple of grand let alone
trenching and digging and all the rest.
Vince stated Chris and John are dealing with all these ADUs that went under the radar. Most of them, he
estimates, are 2-3k plus square feet. Suzanne suggested, if you are going to have an ADU over 1,000 square feet
then a separate meter is required. It is a separate family living in there, so it needs to be metered as if it is such.
A 2,300-sf unit is not an ADU, that is a single family home. Vince added, which is 90% of them going in right now.
Ben suggested if we could identify which ones were and which ones weren’t, Chris could email that data and
those with an ADU by size and we could make a comparison. It’s not as good a comparison. It wouldn’t be as
clean but that is an option. Where that is challenging is, do we know who does and who doesn’t have an ADU.
Paul stated we need data more than we need governance. Vince replied given our water situation, he would
love to chart and predict year after year. He hates guessing. Larry asked, can we look at before and after
consumption? Paul replied he doesn’t think that is a good statistic. Vince agreed adding, you have too many
variables. Paul added you have change of behavior in the dwelling. You will see a whole bunch of behavior
changes. He loves the idea of requiring a separate beacon; a second meter might be problematic. People aren’t
trying to get around the water problem. Vince asked for a motion.
Chris stated Option #2: if the current ERU for the Service Area is 0.54-acre-feet per year, the water evaluation for
the property with an ADU shows that the property will require .75-acre-feet per year; this would equal 1.39 ERUs
converted to a monthly base rate of 1.39 x $99; the residential base rate which equals $139 per month base rate
with all applicable overage tiers and a minimum of $139.
Scott motioned to approve the following ADU evaluation process to determine if additional water charges or a water
dedication is necessary: the applicant submits building and landscape plans to SCSA#3 which are sent to the SCSA#3 water
engineer for a water use evaluation at a cost to the applicant; the engineer will determine the water use in acre-feet
necessary to support to the proposal; an Equivalent Residential Unit (ERU) is determined by first multiplying .54-acre-feet
(single family residential water use) x water evaluation acre-feet; then, the final water rate is determined as follows: .54 x
ERU x Base Rate. The Base Rate is the monthly water rate for one single-family residence which at this time is $99. The
minimum rate for a property with one ADU is $139. Additionally, the base rate for two or more ADUs is $99; the final rate
for two or more ADUs is determined by multiplying base rate (ie $99) x ERU. Scott moved and Suzanne seconded. Support
was unanimous.
Henry motioned to make the previous motion effective as of August 1, 2021, which was seconded by Larry. Approval was
unanimous.
4.

Public Comment – comments included above.

5.

Administrative & Financial (motion/voting):
a.

Review board meeting minutes of April 22, 2021 and May 17, 2021:

Scott motioned to approve both minutes as presented which was seconded by Henry. Minutes approved unanimously.
b.

Board training requirements and certificates: John thanked Larry for completing his training.

c.

Dashboard review: Suzanne asked, under the PTIF Account #850, what is its description? If we don’t know, we
can table it for next time. John replied he didn’t know. When he knew, he included their description. He is
concerned about 24 people who are listed as past due. The four accounts in the $1k-$4,999 range are the ones
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John is most concerned with. He has reached out to them to have them settle their bill. He is trying not to
pursue any legal action. The next step is to reach out to them again and then consider placing a lien.
Vince recommended, at the next review opportunity, note the aging and that will give us a better idea who to
pursue. Eileen stated we have to send out a lien certification to the County which includes notification via
certified mail. We have to prepare a table. Nathan added, there is a process we have to follow. Paul suggested
we not send out lien notices until we understand the aging. Vince agreed. John replied Pelorus can tell us the
payment history so we can see who is making payments and those who are not.
d.

Review and approval of expenditures: John stated the first three pages are the last three months of Wells Fargo
credit card statements. It shows all the transactions that have been paid for with the credit card. He seeks board
approval on the Dustbuster’s Enterprise invoice for annual payment for dust control on our dirt roads. Vince
requested board members review expenditures and resolve any concerns prior to the board meeting. Vince
stated if we have pre-approved an expenditure then we don’t need to approve it again. We approved this
expenditure at a previous meeting. John stated a Wolff Excavating invoice is included for annual payment made
for grading and resurfacing of all the dirt roads throughout Silver Creek. Chris replied correct; is for spring
grading of all the dirt roads. John sought approval for Invoice #50493 for water legal fees. Vince reminded the
board that legal invoice details are confidential and will not be included in the board packet.

Scott motioned to approve the expenditures presented in the board packet which was seconded by Paul. Approval was
unanimous.

6.

e.

Quarterly newsletter: John stated the summer newsletter is ready to print. We are waiting on a mailing list from
the County.

f.

Fraud Risk Assessment: John stated he is unsure whose signature is required on the form from the State Auditor
seeking the signature of the Chief Financial Officer (CFO). Paul asked is the board treasurer qualified to assess
risk. Nathan stated the CFO is probably not defined but a public entity doesn’t have a CFO, so it is probably the
treasurer. Scott requested the title CFO is replaced with Treasurer.

g.

Candidate Filings: John stated two candidates for the board have filed their candidacy declarations. At this point
any other candidates will be a write-in candidate who may file up to August 27, 2021.

Road and Trail (motion/voting):
a. Pothole update: tabled
b. 2021 repairs: tabled

7. Water (motion/voting):
a.

Well meter letter: John stated he is working with Nathan and Chris to get the meter letter out with the end state
being a meter on every well in Silver Creek. John asked Nathan for clarification whether the letter include a
water right number. Nathan replied that would take a fair amount of work. We can strike that sentence. If
necessary, we can follow up on an individual basis with their particular water right number.

b.

Backflow update: John stated some people have submitted their certification and some people are looking to
want the Service Area to do it which we have not yet started. Paul asked, what are you expecting for compliance
by the end of July? John replied he estimates 25%. Vince suggested backflow reminder is included in the water
billing. John agreed.

c.

Silver Bullet replacement tank update: John stated the next step is to get that proposal over to Heinrich in Park
City. Nathan requested John gather more information on how we want to proceed.

d.

Arsenic study: Chris stated there is no update at this time. Ben replied we continue to gather data and the
survey should be complete over the next couple of weeks.

e.

Revisions and Updates to Service Area Regulations Regarding Water Use Evaluations and Water Rights
Dedications: When Nathan started working for the Service Area in late 2016, the Service Area did not have any
use estimates or a dedication policy so if someone came in and their demand was higher than what we provided
there wasn’t anything we could do. Mr Repta’s project with an ADU prompted the change because we didn’t
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have a policy on how to deal with it. He needed to move forward in building his house before we had time to
update the regulations which resulted in the acquisition of his own water right and building his own well. In
2017, the board decided we needed to allow for dedications, but we needed a uniform way of calculating how
much water each property uses.
At the time, Ben didn’t have any guidelines and we did not have good metering data. The billing software was a
bit of a mess. Since then, the board has embarked on a vigorous effort to get the billing fixed and to get the
metering data on the lower Silver Creek up to snuff so it would actually give us actual data. In 2017, we had to
rely upon the State Engineer’s data which was .450 per indoor use and 3-acre feet per irrigated acre over that.
That is what we have been using because it was the most defensible information we had at the time. About two
years ago, we got everything up to snuff. Now, we have a water rate that is based on actual use data.
Ben stated the Pelorus software, and the meters provide us with water use data. We also have two sources: the
Greenfield Well and the District Well which have meters. The advantage of the meters on the two wells is it
records everything that is going out of the wells. The Pelorus software data, which comes from the meters at
each residence and business, is we can categorize. The billing data is always less than the production data. This
is due to the occasional fire, system flushing, and leaks; no matter how good your system is you will have leaks.
What it allows us to do is we can look at the bills noting which of these are residential, commercial, institutional
and add those up and we separate them by month and know water usage by category. Our main focus is
residential because we are trying to come up with the equivalent residential connection or the average water
use. We take the numbers that are billed, and we times them by a multiplier, so we know the amount out of the
well. It is a good estimate.
Ben presented tables such as the “Pelorus Metered Usage”. For 2019-2020 it is broken out by residential,
commercial, institutional and a little bit of irrigation providing a total acre-foot. You can see you are billing about
70-acre-feet per year. He presented “Estimated Annual Production”. If you look at the table for production
means produced by the wells, you can see that in 2020 you used about 100-acre-feet. In 2019 it was about 82acre-feet. It varies from year-to-year. The number of connections is usually pretty good.
We take the total water use that you produce and divide it by the number of residential connections. In 2020 we
calculated that the average connection was using .46-acre-feet per residential connection. In 2019 it was about
.4 and if you average those two numbers it is .43-acre-feet per residential connection.
As a water system you are on the hook for the full amount. There is variability in there and you may not have
seen your busiest year yet. The state has a formula where they take the highest use minus the lowest use and
divide it by the lowest use. For some of our clients with more data we run statistical analysis, but you only have
two data points. When we take that variability and times that average, we come up with .54 number.
We don’t have any way of knowing how much water goes indoor or outdoor, so we make an assumption that
winter water use is indoor water use. We know there are exceptions to that. We assume they use the same
amount during the summer for the indoor water use. Whatever water is leftover, is outdoor water use. To get
the proper percentages, he takes the average of those numbers and at the bottom he has the summary which
says the residential level of service (total of indoor and outdoor) is .54-acre-feet (the indoor portion is .29-acrefeet and the outdoor is .25-acre-feet). Most communities fall between .25 to .3-acre-feet for indoor use so the
Service Area is in that range.
Paul asked, what about the outdoor use? Ben replied outdoor use is a trickier because there is a wider variation.
It is a little bit low compared to other communities. Your rates are normal around here but higher compared to
the Valley. Silver Creek has more xeriscaping and natural unirrigated landscaping, so it seemed reasonable to
Ben. If we are saying the outdoor is .25-acre-feet, what does that translate into how much area would be
irrigated and it’s about .08 irrigated acre; roughly .1 which is about 3,600 sf. This new data which is consistent
with other communities. Ben continued early on, the primary focus of water analysis was to make sure you had
enough water.
Larry asked what is the column called irrigation about? Chris replied we have two buildings with negotiated rates
for irrigation. They have separate irrigation meters for a small amount of landscaping. Scott asked about the
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1b
commercial nursery places such as the lavender farm and tree farm? Chris replied, no. Nathan pointed out they
are not connected to the system either. Chris replied, the lavender farm and tree farm are on a well.
Nathan stated we are proposing to revise the water use estimates within the regulation. Instead of using .450
acre-feet, we use .54 acre-feet based on Ben’s data which we are required to do under the law now that we have
good data. You can irrigate more in the upper lots than the lower lots. Ben will apply .54 to every upper or
lower lot. If you have more than .15 acres, we will add .30 to calculate the use which will equate to what
someone will use under their .75 allocation. We will do the same for the upper lots because they have a little bit
more and they can irrigate more land. They get .54. Use over that requires a calculation to see if it exceeds it.
The idea is you get .54 for indoor domestic use and get the difference between that and your 1.0-acre-feet
allocation or your .75-acre-feet allocation to use how you want. We are defining accessory dwelling units, based
on Ben’s new data, to .21-acre-feet. For stock watering all we can use is the State Engineer’s data.
Nathan stated it makes it easier if these numbers are low. We are proposing, if an applicant is over the .75- or
1.0-acre feet allocation, they could get credit by agreeing to not install turf or to potentially to remove turf. For
someone connected to the system, we could give them .15-acre-feet credit if they would agree to xeriscape or
.10 acre-feet not install turf. Using Valerie’s situation whose latest evaluation is .88, if she will do an agreement
with the Service Area, she would get a .15 credit and that would reduce her evaluation to .74 so we could
approve her project without any dedication. The concern is if a future resident wants to put in landscaping.
Valerie asked what if she wants to plant one tree? Nathan replied, you can plant trees; you just can’t put in turf.
You can put in drip lines. You have up to .10-acre feet to put in anything other than grass. He consulted the
County code which states “the purpose of landscape regulations is to ensure that the character and landscape of
Snyderville Basin reflects the high desert nature of the area” by “promoting efficient use of water reducing
ways”. Nathan used this to do the definition in the regulation.
Nathan continued, how do we make sure it is enforceable? We enter into an agreement with Valerie which
states, “I agree that I won’t install turf and I will only install xeriscaping up to this amount with drought-resistant
plants”. We record that agreement on your property. That way when you sell your property, someone will see
it. It can be renegotiated if you reduce your horses. Valerie replied that is fair. Nathan stated he added some
language for the upper lots saying they could get a .3-acre feet credit subject to .20-acre-feet of irrigation. Most
people coming in with ADUs will fit within this allocation.
Nathan stated Ben figured if you are irrigating with turf, you are using twice as much water as xeriscaping. If you
have .10 acres of xeriscaping, you wouldn’t have to water so that is where the credit is coming from. It is .10
acres in the lower and .20 acres in the upper as you don’t put in grass. If they want turf, they can dedicate water
to the Service Area. We are not changing that; it’s just to give another option and to incentivize conservation.
Scott added it doesn’t matter what your lot size is because they are most likely doing a lawn just around their
house. Nathan agreed. Vince added our water numbers are based on the lot location, not lot size. Nathan
stated the window is .15 for the lower and .30 for the upper; that is the most we figure we could save by
switching to xeriscaping. We could work with the residents to get what they want. The problem he thinks we
are going to have with some of these projects, we have not had a single project that fits within our allocation.
Hopefully we will but Chris tells me even with this change some projects are still going to be over, so we are still
going to want to have flexibility to do this.
Scott stated, if you have a ten-stall barn, you can’t say you are just going to have five horses. Nathan replied,
that is the way it works now. Ben consults the plans to calculate their uses. All of these terms are already
defined either in law or in policies. This is just an amendment to a 50-page document. ADUs, animals, etc is
defined in code. We are just using the State Engineer’s policy. If they are over their allocation, that’s when we
pursue conservation or an agreement with them. This would authorize the staff to develop the terms. It
includes some requirements such as being notarized and be in a standard form.
f.
8.

Valerie Geist Water Service Application: Nathan stated a motion is not necessary.

Additional Closed session per UCA § 52-4-205 (if needed) to discuss the character, professional competence, or physical
or mental health of an individual; reasonably imminent litigation; or the purchase of real property or water rights.
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1b
9.

Adjournment: Scott motioned to adjourn which was seconded by Henry. Approval was unanimous.
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SCSA#3 Board training
UASD
Special Districts Board Member
Training (once per term)

Open and Public Meetings
Act (annual)

Records Officer
training (annual)

V. Pao-Borjigin
S. Carpenter
S. Sharp
P. Kraus
H. Hanssen
H. Adams
L. Elbert

January 8, 2018
January 8, 2018
January 12, 2021
November 18, 2020

April 15, 2021
February 9, 2021
November 22, 2020
November 17, 2020

January 12, 2021
June 28, 2021

January 12, 2021
June 28, 2021

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

J. O'Brien

December 10, 2020

January 4, 2021

February 18, 2021

as of August 20, 2021

Summit County Service Area #3
Performance Dashboard
Cash Summary
Fund

Institution

Account

General

Wells Fargo
PTIF
PTIF

2029
850
8712
TOTAL

Wells Fargo

2037

Xpressbillpay

10537

PTIF
PTIF
PTIF
PTIF

851
5944
5945
5946
TOTAL

Wells Fargo

1278

Wells Fargo*

6893

Water

Payroll
Escrow

Description

general
capital reserve

resident water bill
payment method
bond
debt res
2010 Bond
2010 Cap

Mntn Life bond

Grand Total
*Escrow accounts not in grand total

3b1

July 8, 2021
Amount

Aug 18, 2021
Amount

204,259.39
644,312.17
190,683.30
1,039,254.86

125,050.92
644,509.28
190,741.63
960,301.83

320,140.71

303,505.84

25,786.39

25,778.30

79,214.80
9,478.65
9,478.65
137,961.95
582,061.15

79,266.04
9,481.55
9,481.55
138,004.16
565,517.44

5,054.54

9,987.14

49,997.92

349,998.34

1,626,370.55

1,535,806.41

3b2
Connection/Service Summary

Count of Homes/
Lots
Jul 2021 Aug 2021
On Culinary system
205
205
Empty lots on culinary system
28
28
Unaccounted for
89
56
Wells - private WR
50
36
Wells on SAWR
149
196
Lots in SA receiving MTN Regional water
64
64
Total
585
585
Total parcels within Silver Creek (per tax)
585
585

Water Rights Required
Subtotals
Assigned Water Rights Overage/ Shortage
Jul 2021
Aug 2021
Jul 2021 Aug 2021 Jul 2021 Aug 2021 Jul 2021 Aug 2021
153.75
153.75
21.00
21.00
37.50
149.00

27.00
196.00

248.25
149.00

237.75
196.00

215.50
183.00

215.50
183.00

32.75
34.00

22.25
-13.00

361.25

397.75

397.25

433.75

398.50

398.50

66.75

9.25

36.00
36.00
No Well Vacant Lots
With Beacon
Without Meter
With Meter
Total
Well Classifications
Jul 2021 Aug 2021 Jul 2021
Aug 2021
Jul 2021 Aug 2021 Jul 2021 Aug 2021 Jul 2021 Aug 2021
Wells on SAWR
150
132
49
64
199
196
16
24
17
35
Well SAWR Standby to Water System
53
29
2
6
35
35
1
5
Private WR well on water line (stand by)
28
5
48
33
1
2
Construction and Remodeling Summary
Accounts Receivable Aging (30+ days past)
Aug 2021
Jul 2021 Aug 2021
Jun 2021
Homes under Construction
7
7
Count
$
Count
$
Additions
Over $5,000
0
0.00
0
0
Completions
$1,000-$4,999
8,609.55
4
5,769.61
5
Ending Balance
$500 to $999
1
654.60
7
4971.04
13,926.70 35 are $162
$100 to $499
15
3,338.44
66
Homes being Remodeled
7
$1 to $99
7
17
1,102.89
2
177.20
Additions
Past Due
37
10,865.54
80
27,684.49
Completions
Includes culinary and standby well
Ending Balance
ADUs
as of August 18, 2021
Water Right (WR)
Service Area Water Right (SAWR)

14

14

3c1

1

3c1

2

3c1

3

3c2

3c3

3c3

3c4

3c4

3d
SCSA#3 NEWSLETTER CONTENT
JANUARY
ACCOMPLISHMENTS/GOALS: Previous year’s accomplishments/ goals for the coming year
SNOWMOBILING
SNOWPLOWING
APRIL
FLOODING: Sandbags available
JUNE 3 DUST BUSTERS: MAG CHLORIDE APPLICATION DATE JUNE 3
VOLUNTEER CLEAN-UP DAY: decide on a day
LANDSCAPING: for drought resistance, fire safety;
WILD ANIMALS: And wild turkeys and deer attack to protect their young in Lewis Park and Upper Silver Creek in April and
May. Keep your dogs on a leash.
Permits Required. Remind residents that permits are required for any structure over 100 square feet.
BACKFLOW INSPECTIONS: inspection REPORT due June 30th; WEBSITE ENROLLMENT IN SCSA3 PROGRAM
CALL BEFORE YOU DIG. Call Blue Stakes
JUNE
FIREWORKS NOT ALLOWED
WATER LEAKS DUE TO TURNING ON SPRINKLER SYSTEMS
WEED SPRAYING
PROPERTY TAX RELIEF APPLICATIONS DUE SEPT 1
OCTOBER
SNOWPLOWING ACROSS ROAD Not allowed
SNOWMOBILING
FREEZE ISSUES: Blow out sprinklers
ELK HERD movement and feeding
REGULAR FEATURES
Speeding: contact Sheriff’s non-emergency #
Xpress Bill Pay
Eye on Water
GM Corner
Road and Water segment
What we’re working on/accomplishments
Green Business tip
Pick up dog waste

Google drive > newsletter > newslettercontent 2021

5a
Well data

15-Jul-21
199
49
150
16
183
2
197
0

18-Aug-21
188
64
122
25
161
1
187
1 (included in total wells on upper)

Number of wells on lower
Number of wells on lower with a meter
Number of wells on lower needing a meter
Number of wells on lower with a beacon
Number of wells on lower needing a beacon
Number of wells on lower with a private water right
Number of wells on lower using SCSA#3 water rights
Number of wells unclear about water rights

48

48
0
N/A

50
4
7
2
7
35
7
8

District Well
Greenfield Well

1
1

1
1

Total # of wells in Silver Creek

249

240

Number of wells on upper
Number of wells on upper with a meter
Number of wells on upper needing a meter
Number of wells on upper with a beacon
Number of wells on upper needing a beacon
Number of wells on upper with a private water right
Number of wells on upper using SCSA#3 water rights
Number of wells on upper not connected

5e1

5e2

Summit County
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